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Remember: Scotty Hawker proved the Zephyr’s tenacity 
with a 3rd place podium finish in the 2019 UTMB
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The Zephyr’s 3D engineered back panel makes it the only running vest on the market designed for 
specifically for men’s and women’s bodies.  Beyond the gender-specific fit, the knit pattern ensures 
optimal cooling and moisture management for every runners specific needs. 

Men’s

With perspiration and heat 
being centered below the neck 
and between the shoulders, the 
Zephyr’s back panel provides 
best-in-class ventilation in these 
areas and next-to-skin comfort 
in the other areas.

Women’s

With perspiration and heat 
being along the spine and 
focused in the lower back, the 
Zephyr’s back panel provides 
best-in-class ventilation in these 
areas and next-to-skin comfort 
in the other areas.

Women’s
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June/July
Trail Running Magazine (UK) 
“Best in Test”

• Gear Patrol – “This CamelBak Vest Will Keep You Hydrated All Day Long”
• 1,123,778 impressions
• “CamelBak created a business for itself crafting ways to keep athletes 

hydrated — from hydration packs to water bottles — and the brand knows 
what you need.”

• ESPN – “Gear we love: Eco-friendly products for outdoor sports”
• 44,155,610 impressions
• “Traditional DWR was a byproduct of C8, a toxic chemical with long-lasting 

environmental impact. By switching to CO, CamelBak is turning out a 
hydration vest with a far cleaner approach.”

• Gear Junkie – “2020 Running Gear We Can’t Wait to Try”
• 1,012,381 impressions
• “CamelBak came up with the lightweight, breathable Zephyr Vest, a 12L 

pack built with seamless stretch-woven materials that incorporate body-
mapping technology for increased ventilation and reduced hot spots.”

• Outside Magazine – “Outside Buyer's Guide” 
• Print (digital to come in May 2020)
• 3,400,000 circulation

https://gearpatrol.com/2019/06/21/camelbak-zephyr-vest/
https://www.espn.com/espnw/life-style/story/_/id/27708381/gear-love-eco-friendly-products-outdoor-sports?addata=espnw:espnw:lifestyle
https://gearjunkie.com/2020-running-shoes-gear?utm_medium=napi&utm_source=gearjunkie
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The Zephyr also uses a C0 DWR, Polygiene® Anti-Microbial treatment, and Men’s and Women’s 
Specific engineered mesh back panels unlike the competition.
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Remember: CamelBak Athlete YiOu Wang placed first in the2019  North Face 50 
wearing only the Ultra Belt.  Light and fast is a trend among elite athletes. 
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The Ultra Belt boasts superior storage with its zippered front storage and stuff pockets.  It has 
enough room for a phone, light layer, 500ml flask, and nutrition.  Hold your trekking poles with 
the rear gear loops!
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Remember: CamelBak Athlete Xavier Thevenard placed 
first in UTMB 2018 wearing the Ultra Pro Vest, proving 
once again, this vest can do it all.
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• Trail and Ultra – Ultra Pro Vest Review
• “The Ultra Pro pushes Camelbak to the forefront of innovation, 

comfort, and durability.”
• Trail Runner Magazine – Vest In Show

• “It rides really well, there’s no chafing and the bottle access is easy. It’s 
going to shake things up this spring.”

• Runner Click – Ultra Pro 
• “Camelbak knowns how to make a high-quality hydration vest and 

their Ultra Pro Vest is no exception to this rule.”

http://trailandultrarunning.com/camelbak-ultra-pro-vest-review/
https://trailrunnermag.com/snowball/vest-in-show
https://runnerclick.com/camelbak-ultra-pro-vest-review/
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A CamelBak Classic that still delivers on value.  The quintessential trail vest. The Ultra Pro Women’s Vest is engineered to 
fit a woman’s frame and is offered in four sizes for precise fit on any runner. 


